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New Finds On The Mendocino County Coast
By Greg White, Department of Anthropology, University of California, Davis
Introduction
California's north coast received sporadic archaeological attention through the 1970s. since then it has
been studied extensively under the auspices of several multi-year investigations. The present study of
MacKerricher State Park, a 13 km strip of coastline
north of Fort Bragg. in north-central Mendocino
County. provides a geographic link between investigations in the King Range in southern Humboldt
County (Hildebrandt 1981: Levulett 1985: Levulett
an d Hildebrandt 1987). Albion in southern Mendocino County (Layton et al. 1990). and Fort Ross in
northern Sonoma County (Lightfoot 1990).

1988, 1989).
MacKerricher find ings wer e generally consistent With
the north coast regional pattern. stressing terrestrial
resources of the land-sea interface (e.g., tan oak
acorn, black-tailed deer. Roosevelt elk, and salmon).
The data were examined in reference to a foraging
model of hunter-gatherer coastal exploitation: timing and intensity of coastal use covaried with regional population and resource availability. This theory
suggests that foragers ranked habitats from low to
high in terms of relative productivity and use of a
specific habitat depended on the·availability of other
higher ranked h abitats. Although coastlines may include both high and low ranking locales, MacKerricher's open coast. flanked by a mixed coniferbroadleaf forest upland, should h ave ranked low. On
a regional level it has been proposed on one hand
that coasts were generally less productive than inter- '
iors (Osborn 1977), while on the other hand others
have concluded that coasts were ranked on a par
With or better than most interiors (Yesner 1980). Occupational pulses at MacKerricher, then, may have
been linked to population-resou rce instability in the
interior. Evidence of increased population density
through time in the interior districts should translate
into an increase in the intensity of occupation
through time on the
- - - - - - - coast. As described below, certain parts of this
model are su pported by
the MacKerricher evidence.

The MacKerricher work was conducted under permit
and partial funding from the California Department
of Parks and Recreation (DPR), Cultural Heritage Resource Protection Division. FolloWing J. Schulz's
1( 1985) assessment, work focused on damaged deposits, as well as those threatened by dune and bluff
erosion. Ten coastal sites were excavated while under contract with DPR in 1988 and by the U. C. Davis fieldschool in 1989. A total of over 220m3 was
excavated during the studies. Excavation revealed
single-component and multi-component deposits
with good stratigraphic resolution, deposits with
substantial faunal and floral assemblages as well as
artifacts and features
associated with older
components. Shellfish
comprised the numerically dominant constituent in all tested sites.
Species typical of open.
Chronology
rocky coast in mid to
A total of fourteen comhigh intertidal zones ponents were defined at
occurred in all compothe ten excavated s ites.
nents. The frequency ofi
Eleven
C 14 dates were
shellfish
increased
obtained
on material
through time in relation
from
nine
components.
to mammals. and age/
The five remaining comsize and species diversiponents were assigned
ty varied in relation to
age
ranges based on
intensity of shellfish exconvincing
artifact
ploitation.
Detailed
discussion of these remains is available in
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Figure 1: Excelsior projectile points.
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In the last Newsletter I reviewed the status of
the Office of Historic Preservation (OHP). A number of important programs, including the Historical Landmark and Point of Historical Interest
programs were in jeopardy. I want to bring you
up to date.

President - Sonia Tamez
6012 Chabolyn Terrace
Oakland, CA 94618-1916
w: (415) 705-2554
President-Elect - James H. Cleland

Marvin Brienes, an historian currently employed
by the Department of Parks and Recreation, is
now assigned to OHP through June 30, 1991.
He will administer the Landmarks and Points
programs, among other activities.

Dames & Moore
9665 Chesapeake Drive, #360
San Diego, CA 92123
w: (619) 541-0833

Immediate Past President - Jim Woodward
California Department of Parks & Recreation
P. 0. Box 942896
Sacramento, CA 94296
w: (916) 322-8570

More extensive budgetary and staffing problems
remain unresolved. OHP had developed a number of budgetary change proposals with little
success. The OHP 1991 Action Plan, adopted by
the State Historical Resources Commission on
November 2, 1990, attempts to address these
problems by prioritizing the office's work. The
Action Plan continues to rely on budget change
orders. As mentioned before, SCA and other historic preservation groups are pressing for legislative action to provide more stable financial support; the Commission is examining alternatives
for funding of OHP state programs at this time.
Please see Thad Van Bueren's column for more
details on OHP programs.

Northern Vice-President - Greg Greenway
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Secretary - Lynne E. Christenson
6818 Birchwood Street
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Assemblyman Richard Katz introduced AB12 on
December 3, 1990 to the California legislature.
The bill would make it state policy that all Native
American remains and associated artifacts shall
be repatriated. Methods for repatriation are
pending amendments to the bill.

Treasurer - Christian Gerike
Archaeological Services. Inc.
8110 Lorraine Avenue, Suite 408
Stockton, CA 95210
w: (209) 4 7 4-312 1

On the federal front, I want to bring a major
piece of legislation to your attention - P.L. 101601, the Native American Grave Protection and
Repatriation Act. This act has received the support of groups and organizations such as the Society for American Archaeology and the Native
American Rights Fund. You will be hearing more
about this act in the future.
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California State University
Fullerton, CA 92634
(714) 773-3977
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Speaking of federal lawmaking, I will' be assigned to Washington, D.C. for the next 6
months. I've received a Congressional fellowship
to work on federal legislation. During the course
of my work, I'll frequently be commuting between
California and D.C. so don't hesitate to contact
me at my local address: 6012 Chabolyn Terrace,
Oakland, CA 94618-1916.
Please be alert for your ballot in January's

Newsletter Editor - Valerie Levulett
231 K Street
Davis. CA 95616
(916) 757-2269
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News and Views From The Office

Of
Historic Preservation
By Thad M. Van Bueren
OHP Liaison

With the deadline for this column looming so soon
after our previous submission, I thought it might be
difficult to "dig up" enough news to warrant a column. Then I asked around the office! Now, the only
question is where to begin.
In the first place, we are very pleased to welcome archaeologis~ Leslie Hartzell to a position in our Project
Review Umt. Leslie was hired in November, just before a state hiring freeze went into effect. While
working to complete her dissertation at the University of California, Davis, Leslie will work three days a
week. By July 1991 she will begin a full-time assignment. For those unfamiliar with her background, Leslie's doctoral research project focuses on
middle and late Holocene hunter-gatherer occupation in the Buena Vista Lake basin near Bakersfield.
Her archaeological experience also includes work at
several prehistoric sites in eastern California, as well
as studies of China Camp State Park, Pio Pico Adobe
State Historic Park, Old Town San Diego, and the
Stanford Mansion State Historic Park for the California Department of Parks and Recreation.
Secondly, we would like to announce that Kathryn
Gualtieri has agreed to continue her work as the
State Historic Preservation Officer pending appointment of a successor. Responding to a request from
the office of Governor-Elect Pete Wilson, Kathryn notified the new administration of her decision on December 4. Because she has not applied for reappointment, nominations are being sought to fill the
expected SHPO vacancy. Interested persons may apply for appointment to this position by contacting
the Honorable Dr. Robert L. Hoover, Chairperson of
the State Historical Resource Commission's Nominations Committee. care of Sandy Elder at OHP.
The OHP staff also wish to extend congratulations to
the Honorable Patricia C. Martz, appointed in November by Governor George Deukmejian as the Prehistoric Archaeologist on the State Historical Resources Commission. Dr. Martz fills the vacancy
recently created by Dr. Michael J. Morratto's resignation from the Commission. Dr. Martz received her
doctorate from the University of California, Riverside
in 1984 and brings extensive experience in both academic and public archaeology to the Commission.
She worked in a lead capacity for the Los Angeles
District of the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers for
many years. and currently serves as an Assistant
Professor at California State University, Los Angeles.
We are pleased to announce the recent publication
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of California State Oifice of Historic Preservation
(SHPO) 1991 Program Overview:
Issues, Goals,
The overview summarizes
Tasks. and Priorities.

broad trends, developments, issues, and concerns
that have a bearing on our federal program in the
coming fiscal year. The allocation of resources by
the SHPO are based on the information presented in
this publication. We would be pleased to consider
your comments on our program goals. Copies of the
1991 Program Overview may be requested from OHP
at P.O. Box 942896, Sacramento, CA 94296-0001.
Responding to Condition 14 of our federal program
audit by the National Park Service in May of this
year, an internal committee consisting of Gene Itogawa, Bill Seidel, Jan Wooley, Shannon Rummel,
and I will analyze and propose changes in the way
we manage our statewide historic resources and archaeological property inventories. At a minimum, we
will consider 1) public accessibility of the inventory;
2) conformance with the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for Identification: 3) conflict-of-interest; 4)
conststency in recording historic archaeological resources: 5) integration of the archaeological and historic resource inventories; and 6) standardization of
Information Center operations. The results of an independent analysis of the system prepared in September by University of California, Riverside graduate student Tom Tang and the recommendations
offered several years ago by the California Heritage
Data Management Advisory Committee will be factored into our analysis.
I must apologize for announcing prematurely the release of our Guidelines for Archaeological Research .
Designs in the last newsletter. Release of the Guidelines will be delayed until they have been considered
and adopted by the State Historical Resources Commission. The Commission will consider formal adoption of the Guidelines at its February 1, 1991 meeting in Sacramento. The Commission meeting will
commence at 9:00 AM in Room 2040 of the State
Capitol Building. OHP is maintaining a list of persons who have requested the publication. We will fill
all requests for the Guidelines following their adoption by the Commission.

~---------------~------,
•
Next Newsletter Deadline
•
:
February 15
:
1 The SCA welcomes articles and letters from 1
1 readers.
1 daytime

The writer's name, address and
phone number must be included.
1 Contributions must be double spaced and
1 may be edited for clartty and length. Articles
1 do not necessarily reflect the po8l.tion or
1 opinion of the Society. Please send material
1 and graphics to Managing Editor Valerie Lev1 ulett. 231 K Street. Davis, CA 95616. (916)
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A New Focus at Fort Ross:
The Alaskan Native Peoples in
California

Much of the domestic activity of the Alaskan peoples
took place in Fort Ross Cove, a sandy crescent beach
which made a good landing and takeout point for the
baidarkas. and on the open bluff in front of the
stockade. One of the earliest maps of Fort Ross
(1817) shows a sizable village site described as containing 14 yurts. This Siberian term covered a variety of styles of structures including the semisubterranean living structures favored by the islanders. It is interesting that they chose a highly exposed location out on the point for their houses. This
stemmed from the familiar experiences on their native islands. In fact. it appears that the Aleuts and
Koniags were very uncomfortable in a tall tree environment.

By Glenn Farris
California Department of Parks & Recreation
The Russian settlement at Fort Ross on the Sonoma
Coast of California. dates to the period 1812 - 1841
when the Russian-American Fur Company sent a
number of employees from Alaska to organize a base
for sea-otter hunting and later for agricultural pursuits. True to the Euro-centered bias of much of our
historic studies, the role of the ethnic Russians traditionally has been the center of attention. In a new
program currently being undertaken by Professor
Kent Lightfoot of UC Berkeley, in conjunction with
State Parks archaeologists E. Breck Parkman and
Glenn Farris. an effort is being made to redress the
balance. An examination of the census figures for
Fort Ross over the years shows that until the last
few years. the number of ethnic European Russians
made up only 8 - 12% of the population. Initially the
largest group was composed of Native Alaskan peoples (Aleuts, Koniags. Tana'ina). followed by what the
Russians termed Creoles. in their case part Russian.
part native peoples (Figure l). As time progressed,
the proportion of creoles increased until in 1833
they formed the largest single portion of the population.
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Figure 2 Sketch of bathhouse recreated from archaeological finds by Dr. Valery Shubin in his excavations on the
Kurile Islands. Such bathhouses existed at Fort Ross.

The Alaskan peoples were brought chiefly because of
their mastery of hunting the sea-otter. Aside from
carefully honed hunting skills, their ability to use
skin boats, called baidarkas, and group hunting
techniques wher.e they could surround their prey.
assured a higher kill and recovery rate of the valua-
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In the summer of 1988. Kent Light~oot and his
Berkeley field class made some preparatory excavations in the Fort Ross cove in an area where a sauna
style bathhouse was said to have been (Figure 2). In
clearing a profile of the steep cutbank the Berkeley
(Continued on page 5)'
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ence in Sitka have been very applicable to the Fort
Ross study. The improved communication paid off
in the blockbuster revelation by the visiting director
of the Irkutsk Regional Museum, Dr. Oleg Bychkov,
that the city of Irkutsk had a glass factory which was
turning out trade beads beginning in the latter part
of the 18th century. Dr. Bychkov identified several
beads in the collection from Fort Ross as coming
from this factory. He has promised to write a collaborative article on the Russian bead-making activities
to be published in 1991.

A New Focus at Fort Ross
(Continued from page 4)
crew found what may have been remnants of the
cobble heating stove of the bathhouse. In addition, a
surface collection made on the bluff site of the old
Aleut (Kodiak) village recovered a number of periodic
artifacts, mainly ceramics, some beads, and lithics.
One of the ceramic fragments bears a Russian maker's mark which identifies it as a belonging of a company that operated from 181 7 to 1841. Other important artifacts relating to the Aleut sea mammal
hunting were bone spear points.

The plan for next season's excavations at Fort Ross
includes involvement of a trained archaeological
team from the Kodiak Native Area Association
(KANA) as well as Soviet archaeologists from the Regional Museum at Sakhalin in the Soviet Far East. It
will be invaluable to have the experience of these two
groups who have in common the excavation of overseas Alaskan settlements relating to RussianAmerican Company sea mammal hunting. In addition, the University of Wisconsin team under the direction of Osborn and Goldstein will return to complete their project.

Another project of great importance to an understanding of the peoples of Fort Ross is the excavation
of the Fort Ross cemetery. Under the direction of
University of Wisconsin doctoral candidate Sannie
Osborn and her faculty advisor, Lynne Goldstein, the
first year's excavations were carried out this past
summer (1990). Osborn has worked closely with Fr.
Vladimir Derugin of the Russian Orthodox Church
whose desire to better define. protect and understand the cemetery inspired the present project.

Recent Cultural Resource
Management Studies on
Sonoma and Marin County
Coastline Park Lands

The findings of the first year's excavation were somewhat disappointing in one major respect - the skeletons were almost completely consumed by the acidic
soil. Only the crowns of the teeth remained, many in
fragile condition. An examination of these teeth by
Peter Schulz showed them to be remarkably free of
dental caries and general tooth wear. characteristics
which lead to the assumption that they represent
neither pure ethnic Russians nor local native peoples.
(Kashaya Pomo or Coast Miwok) but rather Alaskan
native people or the Creole population. Other artifacts recovered include religious medals and crosses,
metal clothing buttons, some with cloth adhering in
the metal corrosion, trade beads, coffin nails and
tacks, and small fragments of shoe leather. Thus far,
the University of Wisconsin team has excavated
nineteen of the burials (estimated to have numbered
more than fifty). It is hoped that next season the
sample will be augmented, although a complete excavation of the cemetery is not planned. In conjunction with her fieldwork, Osborn is searching archival
sources, including Russian church records, for information on the burials at Fort Ross. It is hoped that
important demographic information will be found on
these virtually forgotten people.

By Susan Harding Alvarez
Sonoma State University
A 1988-89 cooperative agreement between California
Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) and the
Cultural Resources Facility (CRF) Sonoma State University provided for cultural resources inventories of
Tomales Bay State Park (TBSP) Marin County, and
Sonoma State Beach (SSB). Sonoma County, California. Under the direction of David A Fredrickson,
CRF staff archaeologists conducted a literature review and, surveyed both parks. recorded sites, and
provided a written report to DPR Northern Region
Archaeologist E. Breck Parkman. The purpose of archaeological surveys on these park lands was to update records for previously recorcied sites. record
new sites, evaluate site condition, and provide recommendations for addressing cultural resource
management concerns. Both park units receive
heavy visitation and cultural resources are subject
to human as well as natural impacts.

With the recent improved accessibility of the Soviet
Union to Americans. and vice-versa. the possibility of
greater cooperation on joint projects is enhanced.
Several Californians plan to go to the Kurile Islands
just north of Japan to aid Dr. Valery Shubin of the
Sakhalin Regional Museum in his excavation of a
Russian-American Company site which has many
similarities to what we hope to find at Fort Ross.
Shubin has done extensive excavations in the Kuriles, and his findings, presented in a 1987 confer-
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Sheltered by Inverness Ridge on the Point Reyes Peninsula, TBSP lies within territory formerly controlled by the ethnographic Coast Miwok. West of
Highway 1, SSB extends along the coastal terrace
between Bodega Head, which protects Bodega Harbor, and Goat Rock. This narrow strip is within ethnographic Bodega Miwok boundaries. A wide variety
(Continued on page 6)
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minate amount of damage and complicating site
identification.

Sonoma & Marin County Park Lands
(Continued from page 5)

CRF staff archaeologist Susan H. Alvarez and CRF
personnel surveyed the 2,000 acre SSB lands. Park
topography is dominated by steep, ocean-facing
cliffs. low hills. a level, grass-covered terrace, Bodega
Head and the west harbor shore, and expanses of
sand dunes. Historic pertod and recent alteration of
the environment includes reduction of native plant
and animal species. introduction of invasive beach
grass and iceplant. road and building construction,
and sedimentation of Bodega Bay. the harbor. and
major drainages. The SSB cultural resource inventory resulted in the update of 30 records for previously
identified sites and the recording of 24 new sites.
Sites were identified in nearly every environmental
zone within SSB. Prehistortc sites are generally descrtbed as shell midden deposits containing bone
and occasional lithic flaking debrts but several sites
contained only chert and/ or obsidian matertals. Ten
sites were identified as ethnographic villages descrtbed in Isabel Kelly's 1933 field notes. Five historic sites. one with standing structures, were recorded.
Natural forces. road and building construction, and
vandalism have impacted nearly all sites identified
on SSB.

of marine and terrestrtal resources was available to
the Coast and Bodega Miwok who controlled local
sources of Saxidomus and Tresus clam shells. These
shells were used for manufacturing disc-beads, important items in an exchange system extending into
the Great Basin. Disc-beads have been linked to late
prehistortc cultural matertals and, therefore, have
gained temporal significance in inter-regional archaeological studies.
As early as 1579, sea-fartng explorers visited the

shores of Point Reyes Peninsula and Bodega Bay. In
1811-12, Russian sea mammal hunters formed the
first non-native colony on the Sonoma Coast and
stored and shipped import/export goods from Bodega Bay. After the mid-1830s, settlement activities
around Tomales and Bodega bays included cattle
grazing over large tracts of land. In the 1890s, the
North Pactfic Coast Railroad was constructed along
the east shore of Tamales Bay.
Marin and Sonoma coastline archaeology has been
fairly continuous since the early 1900s, when N.C.
Nelson searched for evidence of prehistortc land use
north of San Francisco Bay. Excavations have been
conducted at sites on the seaward side and bay
shore of Point Reyes Peninsula, around Bodega Harbor, on the ocean-facing cliffs of Bodega Head, and
along the coast north to the Russian River. Results
of these studies contrtbuted to R. K. Beardsley's
analysis of temporal and areal relationships in Cen-tral California Archaeology.

---------------------SCA Ancient History Quiz
1)
2)
3)

In February 1988, CRF staff archaeologists Susan H.
Alvarez and Allan Bramlette coordinated a mixedstrategy survey on the 1,857 acre TBSP, on the east
side of Inverness Ridge and on three recent park acquisitions on the mainland bay shore. The steeply
sloped west shore is dominated by heavy forest and
dense chaparral. Its slopes are cut by drainages terminating at bay shore coves. Shell midden deposits
are found on each side of the sandy coves where
fresh water, acorns. berries. and bay resources were
available. The mainland parcels are dominated by
grass covered hills, marshes, and thickly vegetated
ravines. Prehistortc sites occurred near marsh borders, on bluffs above the bay, and on protected,
south-facing slopes inland from the bayshore.

4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Of the 18 sites recorded. nine were previously identified, three contained both prehistortc and histortc
components, and one consisted only of histortc remains. Sixty-eight percent (N-13) of the sites exhibited impacts due to natural erosion and 68% had
suffered from histortc pertod and recent disturbance.
Disturbed sites included those on the mainland
shore where shell midden matertals were redeposited
durtng railroad bed construction, causing an indeter.-
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10)

Where was the first SCA Annual
Meeting held?
Who was the first SCA President?
Who was the first woman elected SCA
president?
How many members were there the
first year of the SCA?
How much were SCA dues in the
beginning?
What city holds the record for hosting
the annual meeting the most times?
What year was the amvual meeting held
in conjunction with the SAA meetings?
What is the record for most times one
individual has been elected as SCA
northern or southern vice president?
Who served four consecutive terms as
SCA Secretary?
How many individuals served as SCA
Treasurer between 1971 and 1989?

See page 16 for answers.
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quested that archaeologists carefully excavate each
burial, record field information efficiently and respectfully, analyze the finds. and prepare burials
and associated artifacts for reburial within one year
after the completion of the project. She also agreed
to monitor the factory demolition and terminal construction, while assisting with the recovery of any
burials. The County of Santa Clara agreed to set
aside park lands for burial reinterment.

Tamien Station CA-SCL-690
By Mark Hylkema

Caltrans, San Francisco Office
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) is participating in a joint transportation project with Santa Clara County for the development of
a multi-modal transportation terminal in the City of
San Jose. The proposed terminal will be located
where a county-operated light rail commute line intersects with the Caltrain heavy rail commute line.
The light rail tracks are set in the median divider of
a new highway (Route 87) that passes through the
intersection of the two commuter lines.

Obsidian Projectile Point

A portion of the project area is the former location of
a massive fruit canning factory (San Jose Cannery
Company Plant #2). Constructed in 1920, the factory closed in 1980 as a result of the decline in agriculture in the Santa Clara Valley. During its operation it occupied approximately sixty acres, and the
entire parcel was covered by asphalt, concrete, loading docks, warehouses. boilers. train tracks, pumps.
sumps, wells, machinery and a variety of other
structures.

Stockton Serrated

Incised Abalone Pendant

The possible presence of a prehistoric cemetery at
the factory location was first brought to Caltrans' attention by a former factory foreman, Victor Merlino.
In the spring of 1989, Mr. Merlino attended a public
hearing regarding the proposed development of the
multi-modal transportation terminal. At that time
he recalled that human bones were occasionally encountered when trenches for pipes or other subsurface work were excavated for improvements to the
cannery. Because of the very precise nature of Mr.
Merlino's recollections in terms of dates and quantities of artifacts and human bone found, Caltrans
concluded that a treatment plan involving more
than just construction monitoring was essential.

C2

Gl

Ml

Factory demolition was scheduled for October, 1989,
which left only a few months for Caltrans to develop
a treatment plan in compliance with Section 106 of
the National Historic Preservation Act. Caltrans' Associate Environmental Planner Marcia Kelly managed 106 compliance procedures. and consultation
with members of the Ohlone Indian community was
initiated. A contract between Mrs. Rosemary Cambra of Ohlone Families Consulting Services and Caltrans provided for Native American participation in
decisions concerning the recovery techniques, analysis, and disposition of skeletal remains, should any
be found.
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Figure 1: Artifacts recovered from CA-SCL-690.

During the course of monitoring demolition, many
isolated human bone elements were identified and
collected, but it wasn't until December, 1989, when a
large fuel tank (measuring 30 feet in length and 10
feet in diameter) was removed that articulated skeletal remains were found. Caltrans now knew we were
dealing with a large cemetery and a fully developed
archaeological excavation would be necessary. An
interagency agreement was established between Caltrans and the Academic Foundation of San Jose
State University, providing for an archaeological field
(Continued on page 8)

The Ohlone are the descendants of the Mission Indians within the Costanoan cultural sphere. They recognized the scientific goals of archaeology and felt
the responsibility for balancing these goals with the
concerns of Native Americans. Mrs. Cambra re-
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scalloped edges (Figures I, 2, 3.).

Tamien Station

Interestingly, the outer burials retained very few
shell beads, all of which were types Ala, Alb, and
Ale. Though analyses are ongoing. and radiocarbon
samples have not yet been submitted, it appears that
the outer interments may represent a different temporal component. Those individuals retained fewer

(Continued from page 7)
crew, osteolog1cal analysts, and other professional
researchers.
·
The intensive data recovery program was developed
and carried out under the direction of Caltrans archaeologist Mark Hylkema. In all, controlled excavations lasted 75 days between January and May
1990, and resulted in the hand excavation of 269 cubic meters of site soils and the careful recordation
and removal of burials. In addition to the hand excavation, a small backhoe was used to examine the
parcel around the primary area of sensitivity. A total
of 125 burials and their associated artifacts were
found and recovered (89 by hand excavation, 10 by
use of the backhoe and 26 while monitoring the construction of the terminal parking lot after the excavation phase). The site was excavated in contiguous 2
x 2 meter units radiating outward from the group of
burials initially found during the removal of the fuel
tank. Most site soils were sifted through 1/4 inch
mesh screens; however, soils from Within a IO cm radius of the burials were wet screened through either
1/8 or 1/16 inch mesh in order to recover small
bones and beads. Bone preseivation was generally
good, despite the fact that the factory had been constructed directly over the cemetery. Some burials
had been crushed by the weight of a large boiler
room, and others were disturbed by construction activities as the factory expanded: however. the majority of interments were intact.

Stone Plummet

I

All burials were flexed without any distinctive orientation pattern: some had numerous associated artifacts, while others had none. None of the burials intrude into others, and many were so tightly flexed
that they must have been wrapped or bound by cordage or mats in preparation for interment. A total of
33,000 OltveUa shell beads and 160 Halfotis pendants were recovered, along With mortars. pestles,
plummets, pipes, projectile points (obsidian Stockton
Serrated types), bone awls, scapula saws, bird bone
whistles and tubes. and other artifacts. Most burials
clustered Within an area the size of a baseball diamond, while others occurred as sporadic finds on the
perimeter. Extensive rock oven features containing
animal bone and shell elements were also excavated.
Shell beads and pendants were analyzed by Randy
Milliken and were typed using the Bennyhoff and
Hughes (1987) nomenclature. These include types
Ala, Alb, Ale. C2, C7. DI. GI, F3, Ml/F3, and Ml.
All types present are indicative of the Transition
Phase between the Middle and Late Periods in the
San Francisco Bay area (approximately circa A.D.
1000). The majority of the Halfotis pendants are circular (about the size of a silver dollar), With one or
two perforations near the edge, and With etched or
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Figure 2: Artifacts recovered from CA-SCL-690.

artifacts and none had any temporally diagnostic
beads. The only way to ascertain whether or not, the
other burials are temporally distinct is to date bone
from individuals from both areas. Also, dating burials With extensive bead lots would strengthen temporal seriation of bead types so that archaeologists may
no longer need to conduct destructive chronometric
studies at sites containing burials With diagnostic
beads.
(Continued on page 9)
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the analysis. The Ohlone community has asked to
be apprised of the finds and ideas about the site so
that they can share the discoveries. They are strongly committed to the reburial of the remains, but have
expressed interest in the research and wish to learn
from the results. A series of lectures and presentations has been scheduled for their benefit, and ours.

Tamien Station
(Continued from page 8)
The potential for CA-SCL-690 to provide information
regarding developments within local prehistoiy has
been recognized by .several families of the Ohlone
community. When permission to date human bone
was requested from Rosemaiy Cambra, she agreed to
the need, but suggested that further consultation be
sought with other members of the local Ohlone community. Mr. Andrew Galvan of Mission San Jose
was consulted at her request and he consented to

At least fifteen radiocarbon samples have been prepared for submission from this site, including shell
beads. charcoal, animal and human bone. Other
studies currently in progress include shell, osteological, faunal, botanical, lithic, geomorphlogical, and
ethnographic analyses. Dr. Thomas Jackson of Biosystems Analysis, Inc. will conduct a source analysis
and take hydration measurements of the obsidian
artifacts, as well as integrate the research results
into a final report.
Thanks to Victor Merlino and his willingness to alert
Caltrans about the site, archaeologists were able to
conduct controlled excavation of SCL-690 with the
support and cooperation of the local Ohlone people,
the County of Santa Clara, Caltrans, and San Jose
State University. The project prevented the destruction of an invaluable resource as well as averting
costly construction delays. The success of the project has led to the renaming of the multi-modal terminal to Tamien Station. Tamien is a locational reference (not a village name) recorded at Mission
Santa Clara for the area of the Guadalupe River. A
permanent educational exhibit on the excavation will
be on display at Tamien Station .
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Archaeology in Big Sur:
1990 U.C. Davis Field School

..

..
...

By Terry Jones
University of California, Davis

·

For the last twenty years the University of California,
Davis has conducted summer archaeological field
schools. Usually conducted by graduate students as
part of their dissertation research, those classes
have been in such diverse settings as MacKerrtcher
State Park on the Mendocino County coast. the Tule
Elk Reserve in the southern San Joaquin Valley, the
Reese River Valley of Central Nevada, and faculty research field schools such as the White Mountains in
the Western Great Basin. The 1990 field program
was a large multi-institutional research, salvage,
and stabilization project that was undertaken on the
rugged Big Sur coast of Monterey County. The class
ran from the last week of June through the first
week of August and involved 20 students, 15 staff
from U. C. Davis and California State Univt!rsity
Sonoma, and members of the Monterey County Native American community.
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The class was designed to take students through the
contemporary archaeological research processes
from
(Continued on page 10)

Figure 3. Artifacts recovered from CA-SCL-690.
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to endangered species habitat (Smith's Blue butter-

Big Sur

fly). the potential visual impact represented by ero-

(Continued from page 9)

sion control structures, and the possibility of accelerating erosion through excavation. To safeguard
against these potential impacts, the archaeological
excavation was conducted in close coordination with
State Park ecology and geology staff who were consulted regarding the volume of midden sampled and
unit placement. Public relations were also a major
concern since the Big Sur area is a prime tourist attraction and the sites planned for excavation were in
highly visible locations. Student excavators, coordinated by State Park interpretive staff, took tu rns
leading site tours, answering questions, and explaining the excavation process. The intricate legal. ethical, and natural constraints surrounding this work
combined to crea te a complex project, providing students with a valuable lesson about the realities of archaeological field research in the 1990s.

prefield studies to survey to excavation and laboratory processing. The initial field assignment was to
conduct a survey on 1000 acres of the Los Padres
National Forest. After completing the smvey and recording 12 sites, students worked on the excavation
and stabilization of eight eroding shell middens. Six
of these sites, (CA-MNT-759 /H, 122 7. -1228. -1 232,
-1233, and 1277 /HJ are situated in Landels-Hill Big
Creek Preserve - a research and teaching facility
jointly managed by the University of California and
the Nature Conservancy. This work, supported by a
conservation grant from the Office of Historic Preservation. involved the excavation of approximately 65
cubic meters of midden from sites suffering from various types of erosion. Once the midden was removed
and processed. erosion barriers were constructed in
the trenches, using a technique that made traditional backfill seem like a picnic: barriers were built by
lining trenches with high -tech filter fabric and piling
sandbags filled with sifted backdirt on top of one anoth er t o form subsurface walls (Figure 1 and 2) . The
effectiveness of the technique will be monitored
through time via photographic monitoring stations
established at each site.

Figure 2: Barrier completed.

Figure 1: Ba rrier construction.

•

Erosion salvage was also undertaken at two sites for
the California Department of Parks and Recreation.
These include CA-MNT-63 at Andrew Molera State
Park and CA-MNT-376 at J ulia Pfeiffer Bums State
Park. Excavation goals were balanced against other
resource concerns, notably the threat of disturbance
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Materials recovered from the State Park and Reserve
sites were washed, sorted and cataloged at a field laboratory set u p at Big Creek. Each student devoted
one week of their six-week field stint to laboratory
work. and through their efforts, five of the eight sites
were completely processed by the end of the project.
Processing of remaining site materials is currently
underway at University of California, Davis and Sonoma State university .
The research project promises to be significant with
respect to both regional chronology and settlement/
subsistence models, since it will produce a large
body of artifactual and chronometric data from both
(Continued on page 11)
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Big Sur

San Clemente Island
Field Schools

(Continued from page 1O)
shoreline and inland sites. The need for chronological syntheSis is particularly acute on the central
coast due to a long history of research in areas to
the north and south. which has resulted in divergent
cultural sch<?Des. These sequences obscure the
simple fact that there appears to be strong typological continuity along the coast between San Mateo
and Santa Barbara counties through most of the
prehistoric past (Gerow 1968). Dating of site components is at present far from secure, but it appears
that the excavations have produced nothing predating ca. 3000 B.C. The absence of earlier millingstone components is somewhat puzzling since occu pation of that antiquity is evident to the north in the
Monterey Bay area. and to the south in San Luis
Obispo County. This divergence may simply reflect
the comparatively lower value of the rugged Big Sur
Coast. where resource pursuit costs would be substantially inflated due to the difficult terrain.
'I'wo unexpected discoveries will also be further investigated during post-field analysis: 1) an apparent
serpentine industry represented by finished and incomplete steatite ornaments and debitage; and 2) a
well-developed shell industry that includes the manufacture of shell hooks. scraptng tools, and at least a
single projectile point (Jones 1988). Although these
industries appear to originate in the Middle Period
they can be linked with the ethnographic Esselen
and seem to reflect an intensified use of local resources and production of commodities for extraregional exchange. These enterprises served as possible precursors to full-scale craft specialization and
will be explored as part of an explanatory settlement
model developed for the project area.
References

Gerow, Bert with Roland Force
1968 An Analysis of the Unb.Jerstty Village
Complex, with a Reappraisal of Central
California Archaeology. Stanford University
Press. Palo Alto.
Jones. Terry
1988 A Shell Projectile Point from the Big Sur
Coast. Journal of California. and Great Basin
Anthropology 10 (1): 100-103.
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By L. Mark Raab & Roy A. Salls
Center tor Public Archaeology
CSU - Northridge

In 1987. the Center for Public Archaeology (CPA),
California State University, Northridge, formed a
cooperative research agreement (CRAJ with the Natural Resources Program, Naval Air Station. North Island, San Diego. This type of CRA ts an ideal means
of advancing archaeological research and preservation. Under terms of this agreement. the U.S. Navy
provides generous logistical support for archaeological studies on San Clemente Island, including field
schools. In return, the Navy receives technical assistance and scientific data essential to its resource
management programs. All of this work is controlled
by a formal research deSign (Raab and Yatsko
1990a), developed in close cooperation with the
Navy's archaeologist in charge of the island, Andy
Yatsko. We are entering the fourth year of a fiveyear CRA. Summer archaeological field schools were
held on the island during the first three years of the
agreement (1988-1990), and we are currently in the
process of reporting the results of this work. and
completing five M.A. theses related to this research.
Several reports have already been prepared (see bibliography).
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San Clement Island is the southernmost and fourthlargest (58 sq mi/ 148 sq km) of the eight Channel Islands off the southern California coast. The island is
located 48 miles (77 km) from the Palos Verdes Peninsula. A military reservation since 1934, the island is not open to the public and, until recently,
was infrequently visited by archaeologists. For archaeological researchers working on the island, however, it has become apparent that San Clemente is
an extraordinary resource for understanding ancient
coastal adaptations.
Archaeological research on San Clemente Island has
enormous potential. In the last decfl.de, studies on
several of the Channel Islands (including San Clemente Island) have established that maritime-adapted
cultures existed within the archipelago at least
10,000 years ago. Three radiocarbon dates of nearly
10.000 years (Salls 1988: 361) were obtained near
the base of the immense shell midden deposits at the
Eel Point site.
These discoveries require archaeologists to expand
their thinking about the range of early Holocene cultural adaptations, including maritime huntergatherers among North America's first inhabitants
(Raab and Yatsko 1990b). At the other end of the island's span of human occupation. a number of sites
(Continued on page 12)
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San Clemente Island
(Continued from page 11)
have been shown to contain cultural components
contempory with the Spanish Missions (e.g., Salls
1990a: see also Raab and Yatsko 1990a).
Work on San Clemente Island also allows critical
evaluation of current theories about prehistoric human ecological dynamics within the Channel Islands.
A major research goal among researchers is

Figure 1

SAN CLEMENTE ISLAND

detailed quantification of shell midden constituents.
These data point strongly to recurrent patterns of
marine resource depression induced by the island's
prehistoric occupants. are marked by characteristic
shifts in species composition and productivity of
shell species under the impact of human exploitation
(Raab and Yatsko 1990b).

Last summer's field school was devoted in part to excavation of a prehistoric house structure (House Pit
2) at the Nursery Site (SCII-1215, named for a nearby native plant nursery: Figure 1). It is a large prehistoric village site that is estimated to contain the
remains of at least 20 structures. Our work follows
investigations on other structures at this site in
1985 and 1987 by archaeologists from UCLA. Our
objective in investigating the house structure was to
determine its s1ze and construction details. These
data are being incorporated into a comparative study
of evolution of coastal residential structures in
F~1
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Figure 1: San Clemente Island and location of the Nursery
Site, SCII-1215.

explanation of the s1ze and distribution of prehistoric
populations on the islands. One approach to this
problem. developed in the northern islands, suggests
that changes in the marine environment over the
span of the Holocene have governed the productivity
of marine ecosystems and, consequently, the s1ze
and distribution of populations dependent upon marine resources. By way of contrast. work on San
Clemente Island is pursuing the hypothesis that the
productivity of marine ecosystems has been influenced primarily by the impact of maritime huntergatherers themselves (cf. Raab and Yatsko 1990a:
Salls 1990b).
The three field schools conducted between 1988 and
1990 each focused on particular sets of research
problems. Even a summary of the results of these
investigations would exceed the space available here.
The first two years, however, concentrated in part on
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Figure 2:

1i1s1

Plan view of house structure in House Pit 2.

SCII-1215.

southern California. Also, the U.S. Navy has expressed an interest in preserving this structure as a
public interpretive facility that will help to sensitize
civilian and military personnel to the need for archaeological conservation on the island.
A report of this work is currently being completed.
This excavation revealed a number of important insights into the structue and function of House Pit 2.
which was constructed in a 5 m diameter pit. This
structure was completely excavated (Figures 2 and
3). Whale bone played a significant role in the construction of the dwelling's roof. Ribs and scapulae
formed major structure elements of the roof at opposite points of the floor (Figure 3). Rib fragments were
also recovered from postholes at the periphery of the
floor. The floor itself was extremely compact. Several depositional episodes are apparent in the profile
(Continued on page 13)
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San Clemente Island
(Continued from page 12)
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Figure 4: Sectional view of House Pit 2, SCII- 121 5.
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Figure 3: Photograph of exposed house floor. House Pit 2,
SCII-1215.

through the house pit (Figure 4), reflecting the postoccupational history of the structure.
Preseived architecture of this kind is comparatively
rare in southern California, particularly on the mainland. Studies of residential architectures of this
kind are particularly valuable in a regional context.
From these data, valuable insights can be obtained
about the evaluation of residential structures and
the implications of such developments for the cul tu ral systems that produced them.

1990a Return to Big Dog Cave: The Last Evidence
of a Prehistoric Fis hery on the Southern
California Coast. Pacif Coast A rchaeological
Societ y Quarterly 26, (2 and 3) : 3860.
1990b The Ancient Mariners: Ten Thousand Years
of Marine Exploration at Eel Point, San
Clemente Island, California . Pacific Coas t
Archaeological Society Quarterly 26,
(2 and 3) : 6 1-92.

We will not be returning to the field on San Clemente
Island during the next two years. Instead, we will be
completing reports and analyses of the data obtained
to date. Readers should "stay tuned" to research developments on San Clemente Island as a number of
reports and publications will be appearing on our
work and the work of others over the next couple of
years. It s eems likely that field schools on the island will resume. These schools offer an excellent
arena for training in archaeology, as well as making
important contributions to resource protection programs.
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Tahoe National Forest
CRM Program Highlights
By Richard Markley
Tahoe National Forest
Despite the spectre of the annual budget crisis and
attendant th reats of forced Gramm-Rudman cutbacks, 1990 marked the high point in the history of
cultural resource management activities in the Tahoe
National Forest. The first good news came early in
the year when the Forest approved the hiring of five
new full-time archaeologists. giving us a total of 10
full-time archaeologists and one historian. In addition to myself, the Tahoe staff consists of Donna Day
and Susie Rose, Assistant Forest Archaeologists;
Carmel Meisenbach. Forest Historian: Dennis Stevens. Do\vnieville District Archaeologist: Bruce Ellis,
Foresthill District Archaeologist; Bill Slater, Nevada
City Assistant District Archaeologist; Michael Baldrica. Sierraville District Archaeologist: and Carrie
Smith. Truckee District Archaeologist.

Figure 2: UNR Students excava ting Donner Party site.

at the site, and there was substantial public interest
in the project. To help facilitate public understanding of the archaeological project and Donner Party
history, special informational displays were set up at
the site and daily tours of the excavations were given. Nearly 3,000 people visited the site. Media interest was also high. On specially scheduled "media
days", informational press packages were distributed: 1V. radio, and newspaper reporters were briefed
on the purpose and progress of the work; and interviews were arranged with the archaeologists.
The UNR archaeologists. assisted by volunteers from
the local area, were successful in locating remains
from the Donner period including wagon parts, tools,
household items, 1830's coins, firearms-related
items. and substantial quantities of burned bone
and charcoal. A full description of the Donner excavations is being prepared by Field Director Susan
Lindstrom, and will appear in the summer Newsletter.

Figure 1: Hardesty, Lindstrom & Markley.

With nearly one million acres to manage and almost
2,000 archaeological sites currently inventoried, cultural resource activities on the Forest are many and
varied. However, the spotlight this year was on a
small site. located three miles north of the town of
Truckee, where members of the ill-fated Donner Party were trapped during the winter of 1846-47. In
mid-June. Donald Hardesty, Susan Lindstrom. and
20 fieldschool students from the University of Nevada. Reno (UNR). began excavations at the site as part
of a cooperative project With the Forest Service. (Figures 1 and 2).
The UNR excavations were the first ever conducted
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While planning for the Donner project was going on,
other plans were being made to initiate large scale
inventories of areas of the Forest that were being
devastated by drought-induced insect infestations.
To accomplish these inventories, 40 temporary archaeologists from all aver the country were hired.
On Downieville District alone, 20 archaeologists were
at work at the height of the s ummer. This inventory
(Continued on page 15)

Figure 3: Survey Crew, Downieville Ranger District.
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Tahoe National Forest
(Continued from page 14)
work will continue in 1991 and could accelerate if
drought conditions continue.
Consultants and contractors completed a number of
CRM studies within the Forest in the past year. PAR
Environmental Services, Inc. (Gary and Mary Maniery) completed the final report on a large suivey of
proposed timber sale areas in Sierra County. The report provides information on an extensive railroad
logging system (Verdi Lumber Company ca. 1920),
historic gold mining sites, and prehistoric camps and
task sites.
Sharon Waechter and Tom Origer submitted their final report on test excavations at the Oak Flat site
near Alleghany, Sierra County. Excavation revealed
the existence of two prehistoric components: an earlier one marked by grinding slabs and handstones
and large basalt and meta-chert projectile points;
and a later component marked by bedrock mortars,
pestles, and small side-notched and contracting
stem points. The report includes a synthesis and
discussion of obsidian source and hydration data for
the region.
Sonoma State University (Mick Hayes and Margaret
Purser) completed test excavations at several sites in
Sierra County, including a lithic scatter, an early
20th century cabin site, and the site of the former
Cole and Nelson sawmill which operated in the
1890s. The excavation, analysis, and report on the
sawmill site is exemplary. It represents a skillful
blend of archaeological obseivation, historical research, and insightful discussion and interpretation.
Anyone researching 19th century sawmills will find
this report extremely valuable.
Sharon Waechter and Tom Origer also completed a
contract that called for relocating and preparing condition assessments on a stratified random sample of
70 sites recorded within the Forest. This work represents the third year that the Forest has awarded a
contract to perform site monitoring. The results obtained have proven valuable in identifying site management needs, assessing site impact trends, and
gauging the effecttveness of site identification and
protection measures.
Forest Historian Carmel Meisenbach completed several studies, including an "Historical Overview of
Mining Ditches in the Tahoe National Forest" and a
"Historical Narrative and Determination of Significance of the Milton Ditch." Located in the heart of
the California gold mining region, the Tahoe National
Forest contains literally hundreds of miles of these
engineered water distribution systems that were crucial to the mining industry in the 19th century. The
65 mile long Milton Ditch gained historical promi-
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nence in 1883 when the Milton company's main dam
at English Meadow broke (or was sabotaged by antihydraulic mining interests), and the resulting flood
and damage contributed to the Judge Lorenzo Sawyer Decision in 1884 which banned hydraulic mining
in California.
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Richard Markley and Donna Day collaborated on a
paper they presented at the Great Basin Anthropological Conference in Reno, Nevada, that synthesized
and analyzed obsidian source and hydration data
from 549 archaeological specimens from the northern Sierra Nevada. Their analysis revealed that obsidian frequencies in sites in the region generally reflect variations in distance and direction to the
source areas. Exchange routes within the northern
Sierra Nevada were postulated, based on data from
28 archaeological sites included in the study. Obsidian hydration data indicate a significant increase in
the importation of obsidian into the region around
5.0 microns (Napa Valley and Bodie Hills). An interesting disconformity in the frequency trends of Bodie
Hills and Napa Valley obsidians at around 3.0 microns may reflect population replacement or intrusion in the region. This paper will be presented
again at the SCA meeting in Sacramento.
'

Several noteworthy projects, either completed or
nearing completion, reflect the efforts of the Forest to
develop historic preseivation partnerships and to
disseminate historical and archaeological information to the public. The first is a brochure/map of
the Overland Emigrant Trail being prepared in association with the Donner Memorial Park Association,
local historical societies, and trail historian Chuck
Graydon. This brochure will guide visitors to 17 historical locations within the Tahoe National Forest. A
second project, in association with the Western
States Trail Foundation, involves development of a
brochure, National Register nomination, and placement of interpretive signs along a 14 mile stretch of
an historic "toll" trail that linked the mining towns of
Michigan Bluff and Last Chance in Placer County.

I
r

;

One final note is that the Forest has just added eight
new titles to its cultural resource reports series.
bringing the series total to 28 volumes. Reports in
the series consist of archaeological fnd historical reports and studies pertaining to the Forest that have
been prepared by agency personnel. contractors,
and consultants. Many of the reports mentioned
above are in the series and are available by writing
the Forest Archaeologist, Tahoe National Forest.
Highway 49 & Coyote Street, Nevada City, CA
95959.
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California State University
Sacramento

Mendocino County Coast
(Continued ·from page 1)

Position Available

cross-dating evidence. The components form three
temporal clusters: (a) a group of four components
represented by six dates spanning the period AD 80
to AD 450, (bl a group of seven components represented by five dates spanning the period AD 1380 to
AD 1790, and (c) a group of three components possessing chipped bottle glass. trade mirrors, glass
bead and other items indicative of historic use (probably attributable to the Mendocino Reservation 18561866). Discussion here is limited to the prehistoric
finds.

California State University, S acramento, Department of Anthropology, seeks archaeologist for new tenure-track position beginning
August 199 1. Qualifications: Ph.D. in anthropology; specialty in California and Great
Basin prehistory: college teaching experience:
record of scholarly publications: primary
commitment to teaching.
Responsibilities: Teach introductory, upperdivision and graduate courses in archaeology
and anthropology; supervise student research; advising; committees; course development. Salary range: $33, 192 - $41,844. We
are committed to improving faculty diversity.
Qualified women, underrepresented ethnic
minorities, disabled individuals. and Vietnam-era veterans are encouraged to apply.
Application deadline: February 1, 1991.
Send letter, vita, 2 letters of recommendation,
to Anthropology Search Committee. CSUS,
Sacramento, CA 95816-6106. CSUS is an
AA/EEO employer.

---------------------SCA Ancient History Quiz

Answers:
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

San Francisco at the Sheraton Palace Hotel.
Albert Spaulding. (Dave Fredrickson served as
Acting President until elections were held and
Spaulding was elected. Dave served as the first
Northern California Vice President).
Emma Lou Davis, 1969-70.

Figure 2: Elk antler digging or prying tool. Scale equals 5
cm.

225.
$2.00
San Diego (1968, 1976, 1977, 1983. and 1985).
1973, San Francisco.
3 (Three individuals have been elected for three
terms: Chester King, Northern California VP
1972-73 , 1978-79 , and 1979-80; Michael
Glassow, Southern California VP,1976-77,
1977-78, and 1982-83; John Parker, Southern
California VP 1986-87,
1987-88, and 1988-89).
9) Nancy Peterson Walter (1974-75, 1975-76,
1976-77... and 1977-78).
10) Two (Roberta Greenwood served 5 terms from
197 1- 1976 and Jane Gothold served for 7 terms
from 1976-1989.

MacKerrlcher Aspect
Three components dating between AD 80 to AD 250
are representative of the "MacKerricher Aspect. " This
assemblage is characterized by a rich and distinctive
artifact inventory. including dart-sized "Excelsior"
projectile points made of chert and obsidian (Figure
ll. unshaped flake tools. and a few chert cores.
Flakes are small and probably residual to reworking
projectile points. Like the points, obsidian flakes are
from two Coast Range sources. Borax Lake and
Mount Konocti. OliveUa bead manufacturing debris
was recovered, and whole spire-lopped (Al). full saddle (F2a). square saddle (F3a). and "scoop" type (C5)
Olivella beads were found (Bennyhoff and Hughes
1987). The limited groundstone inventory included
three flat-ended shaped pestles with subsidiary maul
(Continued on page 17)

Questions are on page 6.
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mixed yellow clay/ sand floor with the remnant of a
possible stacked stone hearth and a central pit. The
floor perimeter is surrounded by storage pits and
probable post holes (Figure 4). The floor size, post
holes. and association with a bone and antler tool
assemblage usually linked to woodworking, argues
for substantial pennanent structures.

Mendocino County Coast
(Continued from page 16)

Figure 3: Elk antler tool or manufacturing refuse. Scale
equals 5 cm.

and handstone wear. Large beach cobbles were common, and often exhibit flat tops with patterned pecking scars. Their angular bases suggest they were
used as fixed anvils (probably to crack bone and/or
shellfish). The most unusual elements in the MacKerricher Aspect assemblage are the varied bone and
antler tools.
Bone tools include elk, deer and sea lion ulna awls,
splinter awls. probable hairpin and spatula fragments, whale Iil.J prys, undecorated bird bone tubes
and elk cannon bone chisels. A total of 27 worked
elk antlers and one worked deer antler were found,
as well as fragments of unworked antler. The antler
tools included at least sLx carved wedges, two batons. two digging or prying tools (Figure 2), and an
unusual shaped tine tip which may represent an early form of toggle harpoon point. Three specimens,
including a 60 cm long section exhibiting extensive
handling polish, had unusual shapes and shaping
scars suggesting they were symbolic/ideational
items. The remaining specimens may have been either manufacturing debris, tools, or both. For example, the palmate junction of a large antler showed
notching and polish on four faces, either from intentional shaping or the by-product of making tine and
beam tools (Figure 3) .
Features include two possible housefloors roughly
oval in shape, measuring approximately 6 m across
at the widest point. The best example, halved by
bluff erosion, is a shallow concavity defined by a
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Figure 4: The perimeter of this MacKerricher Aspect house
floor is defined by storage and possible post-hole pits. Exposure measures 4 x 8 m, while the floor is 5 to 6 m
across .

At least 28 pit features were encountered. Twenty
were basin-shaped forms ranging from small dish.
shapes (40 cm across by 5 cm deep) to broad. deep
basins (150 cm across by 80 cm deep) . The remainder were "bell-shaped" pits averaging 60 cm diameter
at the mouth, 110 cm in diameter inside, and 120
cm deep. Present evidence suggests they were used
to store meat,
The fauna is dominated by remains of large animals,
primarily sea lion (probably Steller) and Roosevelt
elk. A preference for adult animals is indicated by
the extensive elk antler assemblage. The collection
is rounded out with a large inventory of intertidal
and terrestrial animals. Most notably. this early
phase of occupation is characterized by a high proportion (60 to 70%) of salmon/steelhead a~110ng the
fish remains. Seasonality indicators tentatively suggest year-round occupation.

Early Gunther
A single component dating between AD 270 to AD
450 represents an "Early Gunther" expression.
Though unusually early, the points from this component appear to have been arrow tips and include robust but finely worked Gunther-barbed points (Figure 5). small concave to flat-based points, and bipointed (Continued on page 18)
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are comparatively rare. The chipped stone assemblage includes finely-worked. gracile ch ert Guntherbarbed points (Figure 6) a few chert flakes and a single Gunther-barbed base fragment of Mount Konocti
obsidian. Expedient beach cobble hammers/ abraders are scattered through the deposits. Small, wafershaped fragments of mussel and razor clam shell
have wear patterns suggesting they were used as expedient knives or scrapers. Several beads , including
a clamshell disc. distinctive beach-worn sh ells modified as pendants, and highly polished Olivella spirelopped (Al) beads were recovered. The bone tools include a heat-treated and polished toggle harpoon
spur and an elk rib possibly used as a scraper.

Mendocino County Coast
(Continued from page 17)
vartants made of chert and obsidian. A number of
chert and quartzite core tools were recovered. Flaking debris indicates on-s ite manufacture of coretools and curatlon of points. More than 80% of the
obsidian flakes are from northeastern California
source. m ost likely Grasshopper Flat/Lost Iron
Wells. Also recovered were beads including endground grey pine Pinus sabiniana nut beads, two OliveUa center-drilled sequin b eads (Mla). an Olivella
side-ground (Bl) barrel variant and whole spirelopped (Al) beads. Polished. possible hide-rubbing
pebbles. cobble anvils. a finely shaped rnaul. and a
number of sandstone awl sharpeners were recovered.
The bone tools included deer ulna and splinter awls.
a deer cannon bone basketry awl, birdbone tubes
and manufacturing debris, a series of nine pins including one very fine possible sewing or tattooing
needle, elk cannon bone chisels, a serrated rib or
scapula fragment. two harpoon fragments, and a few
expedient elk tibia splitter knives or scrapers.

Figure 6: Finely-worked Gunther-barbed variants postdating AD . 1380. Scale equals 5cm.
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Sandhill component sites are composed of small
patches (maximum 20 m diameter) of dense shell refuse. Features are restricted to mussel and occassional barnacle refuse heRps and associated baking
pits. Of the scattered bone, deer and harb or seal are
the most frequent, while bird and fish bone are rare
to absent. Three of the seven components produced
charred hazelnut shells and other indicators of the
early fall season. Two other components reflected
springtime use: neonata1 harbor seal bones. the
nearly complete skeleton of an elk calf. and patches
of articulated surf smelt b one . Tentatively, these
represent brief. episodic. seasonal patterned coastal
visits.
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Figure 5 : Distinctive Gunther-barbed variants dating to
AD . 270 - 4 5 0. Scale equals 5 cm.

Features included several dense shell refuse lenses,
a possible mussel baking pit, and two fire-cracked
rock scatters. The fauna is dominated by elk and
duck bone. with a few deer and sea otter bones and
vertebrae from intertidal fishes . No antler or sea lion
bone was fou nd. The lack of complex site structure
suggests seasonal occupation.

Discussion
Incongruities
In accordance with the model, the MacKerricher
chronology features a late Holocene pattern of use
and the occurrence of discrete "temporal pulses" as
(continued on page 19)

Sandhill Aspect
The Sandhill Aspect is represented by seven compon ents dating between AD 1380 to AD 1790. Artifacts
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Mendocino County Coast
(Continued from page 18)
opposed to a continuous occupation trajectory.
Counter to expectations however. the intensity of occupation decreased through time, and was coupled
with a decrease in the variability and complexity of
diet breadth. artifact assemblages and site structure.
It ts clear that there was a direct relationship between greater occupation intensity and wider diet
breadth. verifying a basic foraging theory tenet. The
MacKerrtcher sequence is made up of separate occupation pulses, and each of these pulses may be a
separate colonization event. If so, the significant historical relationships bearing from one pulse to the
next would include: (a) a necessary prior abandonment. and (b) the residual effects of preceding adaptations on coastal ecology.

Colonizations
The MacKerricher Aspect assemblage displays very
strong cultural-historical relationships to the interior
central North Coast Ranges. The assemblage and
dates correspond with the westward expansion of the
Berkeley Pattern from Clear Lake basin after 500
B.C.. thought to represent the Pomoan expansion
(i.e .. "Dry Creek period" in Warm Springs: Basgall
1982; Component 4 at Albion: Layton et al. 1990).
The Early Gunther assemblage is a puzzle because it
would flt nicely if found further north on the Northwest Coast. where it would be interpreted as an example of the initial Gunther Pattern expansion south
from the Oregon coast. Though well outside the late
prehistorie to ethnographic distribution of the
Gunther Pattern, the MacKerrtcher example is tentatively interpreted as an early Algic or Athabascan
colony. The Sandhill Aspect assemblage is fully congruent with the ethnographic description of Coast
Yuki material culture and coastal activities (Gifford
1965).
Overezploltatlon
Archaeological shellfish remains show patterns probably linked to intensity of shellfish explotation (White
1989). For example, some gastropods may have
been eliminated from the high intertidal zone by AD.
1380. After AD. 1380. apparent annual and systematic stripping of mussel beds led to a preponderance
of juvenile mussels (and the mussel predator Nucella
spp.) in the archaeologieal record. Decreased species
variability may have been a co-product of the procurement method since mussels are the most competitive at seeding rock faces left open by stripping.
With respect to the mammalian fauna. sea lion, elk.
deer. and harbor seal are present in the MacKerricher Aspect assemblage, but elk mammalian dominate
(and sea lion absent) the Early Gunther assemblage;
deer and harbor seal were dominant (and sea lion
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and elk uncommon to absent) in Sandhill Aspect
sites. A part of this change is no doubt attributable
to scheduling shifts associated with increased residential mobility. The sea lion pattern however could
represent the extermination of local haul-outs or
rookeries by AD. 250.
Summary

Four MacKerricher findings may have regional significance:
1) The bone and antler tool assemblages are unprecedented in the region. While a functional analogy to
Northwest Coast woodworking tools may be appropriate. historical ties are unlikely. The MacKerrtcher
assemblage may be an indication of what we miss in
interior Northcoast Range sites. where high soil acidity prevents recovery of organic remains. Evidence
for bow and arrow technology as early as AD. 270 to
A.D. 450 is without precedent, though it supports
the "Scheme A2" in the Central California Chronology (Bennyhoff and Hughes 1987:147).
2} The occurrence of substantial, apparent yearround occupation by AD. 80 and subsequent decrease in intensity of occupation is antithetical to the
regional archaeological record, and, so far. unique to
the MacKerrtcher coast.

:1J The adequacy of a simple foraging theory model

to predict the developmental pattern, indicates that
we may have to understand each of MacKerrtcher's
occupation phases as a separate colonization event.
In other words. each is an economic formation better
understood with reference to internal dynamics. Examining these dynamics will require a reevaluation
of our assumptions about the nature of prehistorie
migrations in the North Coast Ranges.
4) Preliminary analysis suggests that the economic
focus of each occupational pulse had an effect on
species diversity, and that this new formation was
maintained with an effect on subsequent adaptations.
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U.S. Highway 50
The Road to El Dorado
By George F. Petershagen
Caltrans, sacramento Office
Responding to mutual concerns relative to the management of cultural resources along the U.S. Highway 50 right-of-way through the El Dorado National
Forest. the California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans) and U.S. Forest Service have conducted a
comprehensive study of the evolution of the highway
and accompanying facilities. The memorandum of
understanding under which the review was conducted divided responsibility between the two agencies
at the 1895 establtshment of a state highway agency.
El Dorado National Forest historians and archaeologists prepared a historical narrative covering the period from 1850 to 1895 and conducted an inventory
of cultural resources associated with the system of
roads that preceded U.S. 50. Their Caltrans counterparts developed a similar overview beginning with
the creation of the Lake Tahoe State Wagon Road
and Bureau of Highways in 1895 and continuing
through the modem era. The Caltrans effort also included a National Register criteria evaluation of the
location of a former roadhouse known as "Mother
Welti's (Welty's)." The following brief overview is
based on these efforts.

wagon road from Placerville to Lake Bigler (Tahoe) by
declaring its method of financing unconstitutional.
In a demonstration of the popular demand for the
road, the people of El Dorado and Sacramento
counties voted favorably on a property tax plan to
complete that project. Following the completion of
the road inside California, the Pacific Wagon Roads
Office of the Department of the Interior completed
the Fort Kearney, South Pass, and Honey Lake Road
to the vicinity of Honey Lake. Finally, and most importantly, miners began a new migration from the
California mining and commercial centers to the
newly discovered gold and silver regions of Nevada.
The "rush" to the Washoe region and resultant
freight traffic brought a boom to the American River
Canyon and its roads.
:..'w~
~>'

Figure 1: Slippety Ford House.

Few state roads extsted in California prior to the
1895 establtshment of the Bureau of Highways and
the state's acceptance from El Dorado County of the
Lake Tahoe State Wagon Road, the predecessor of
U.S. Highway 50 from Placerville to the CaliforniaNevada state line. Prior to that, private individuals
and corporations or county governments built and
maintained most of California's major roads. Among
the private operations a few held franchises directly
from the state, but most operated under county authority in accordance with an 1853 law allowing
county regulation of plank and turnpike roads. A
notable exception, a route approximating today's
U.S. 50, very nearly became a state road in the
1850s. For a full decade from 1855 until the Central
Pacific Railroad breached the Sierra Nevada, the
route from Placerville around Lake Tahoe's southern
shore provided the principal means of entry for immigrant wagon trains, the preferred route for commercial traffic between San Francisco and the Nevada mines, and, for its short life, the route of the Pony
Express.
In the latter half of the 1850 a number of circumstances led to the emergence of the PlacervilleAmerican River Canyon-Lake Tahoe route as the single most important road in California. The State Supreme Court halted an 1855 state attempt to build a
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Th.e opportunity for immediate, large profits frorri
servicing the transportation needs of the Washoe
Rush attracted many entrepeneurs to the road east
of Placerville. Road builders opened new alignments
featu ring well-maintained surfqces and gentle
grades. Likewise, hotel operators establiShed a chain
of roadhouses and way stations which also competed
for the patronage of the teamsters and passengers in
a seemingly endless line of wagons and coaches. By
1865, the narrow road network through the American River Canyon was so complex that lawsuits over
iranchise rights were finding their way to the State
Supreme Court. By that same yeM.r, fifty or more establishments offered food and rest for the travelers
along the roadways (Figures 1 and 2).
As a result of this competition, evidence of the two or

more parallel road surfaces can still be found off to
the north or south of the current U.S. 50 alignment
in some places. Above the south bank of the river
below Kyburz, tall rock walls and the eastern descent
of the Ogilby Road serve as the physical remains of
the Central Turnpike Co. Farther to the east Wheeler Bartram's Sacramento and El Dorado Wagon
Road, also known by many as the "old county road"
or the Pony Express Trail, still winds above the
(Continued on page 22)
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U.S. Highway 50
(Continued from page 21)
river's north bank. Other areas contain the remains
of roads built or managed by men under their personal names (Swan, Herny. Pearts. McDonald, Kingsbury. and more) as well as those of their corporations (Central Turnpike Co.. Teamster's Turnpike
Co .. RE. Ogilby and Co., and others).

by then been known as State Route 11 and part of
the Lincoln Highway gained federal recognition as
Forest Highway 32. Not just an honor or title, the
Forest Highway designation brought the money, federal money, to grade and surface a two-lane road
able to support automobile and truck traffic in both
summer and winter. Some of the current highway's
most interesting features, including the six massive
stone retaining walls and one concrete viaduct just
east of Echo Summit. remain from this period.

Distinctive masomy rubble walls. reminders of these
old roadways, still support several segments of abandoned road surface. In testimony to their strength
and stability many were included in the 1928 highway built along this route. Several examples are
twenty or more feet tall and stretch to lengths in excess of fifty yards. The walls on the long-abandoned
Ogilby Road on the river's south bank exceed forty
feet in height in some places.
Just as with the roads, locations of many of the toll
houses. way stations. and inns available to travelers
along the road can still be established. However,
owners and proprietors of many of the establishments abandoned them during a rapid economic
downturn in the late 1860s and 1870s, and few
above-ground remains have survived at most of
these locations.
"Leon's New Station," later "Mother Welti's, "provides
a case 1n point. A two-story frame building with
barn, Welti's was built about 1860 and likely abandoned by 1880. At the time of a 1907 state survey,
no buildings remained at the inn's former location.
In fact. the survey team recorded far more former or
abandoned locations of buildings from the toll road
era than buildings still standing.

Figure 2: Riverside House.

Similarly. now-abandoned .segments of this generation of the road survive to offer a reminder of 1920s
and 1930s road building techniques and provide a
sense for travel conditions during that time. Many
examples of small bridges and culverts exist at various places immediately to the north of todays highway alignment from Riverton to Strawberry. Many of
these are relics of older roads adapted to the 1928
alignment. The site of a rock crushing plant and
quarry near White Hall also survives from this period.

The passing of the road from the jurtsdiction of El
Dorado County to the State of California brought a
new era in the road's development. A survey, begun
in 1900 and finished in 1907, established the route
the state would maintain. A stone arch bridge, considered the state's first major highway project, replaced the old wood and iron truss bridge at Riverton. Finally, a commissioner, directly responsible to
the governor until jurtsdiction passed to the Bureau
of Highways. oversaw maintenance operations and
construction projects along the road. The efforts of
the state commissioners. "Tuck" Holdridge. Arthur
Lyon. and Marco Varozza. resulted in watering programs to control the summer dust and replacement
of the many collapsed bridges and culverts which
had resulted in winter quagmires under county adm1nistration.

More recently. changes in th•road have evidenced a
slower, more evolutionary process primarily aimed at
eliminating curves for safety considerations. A new
set of concrete bridges between Alder Creek and Kyburz has eliminated several bends in the roadway.
As a consequence of this new alignment two generations of old highway have been preserved as potential recreation areas. Far removed from the traffic of
the new road surface, the older of these provides a
sense of a 1930s drive through the canyon. Other
similarly abandoned segments, now access roads
through summer home tracts, make their own particular contributions to developing an appreciation
for that 1930s drive.

The 1920s began another distinct era in the development of what became U.S. Highway 50. What had

Highway 50 represents a tremendous resource for
(Continued on page 24)
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Unusual Find Sheds New Light
on Tribal Boundaries
By Ronald R. Duncan and Gerald R. Gates
Modoc National Forest
In October 1990 an unusual artifact was recovered
by Modoc National Forest archaeologists from a site
(CA-MOD-1006) located on the Devil's Garden Lava
Platform in northeastern California. The artifact, of
vesicular basalt, is a pecked ground stone bowl with
a handle. It appears to have burn marks on the bottom, and for lack of a better descriptive term the object is referred to as a "frying pan" (Figure 1).

The ethnographic record is not clear as to who controlled the Fairchild Swamp area of the Devil's Garden (Figure 2). Kniffen (1928:309-310) and Merriam
(1926:31) refer to this part of Devil's Garden as Pit
River (Achumawi) territory. Ray (1963:xii) states
that the area was claimed by the Kokiwas band of
the Modoc tribe. This disputed territory stretches
from Gooselake to Mount Shasta.

Site CA-MOD-1006 (Figure 2) is situated in a sparsely wooded peninsula that extended into Fairchild
Swamp prior to its draining for agricultural use. The
swamp is now the focus of a wetlands development
project by Modoc National Forest. CA-MOD-1006
was originally recorded as a small, sparse lithic scatter with no associated artifacts. A more thorough examination revealed three barely discernable rock
rings, a hopper mortar. two pestles, three manos.
nine projectile point fragments and three pieces of
the "frying pan."

Figure 2: Site location and ethnographic boundaries.

Archaeological evidence supports Ray's (1963:209}
reference to a permanent Modoc summer village at
the north end of Fairchild Meadow. Survey of the
area has revealed the summer village of A'uwpwis indicated by numerous rock oogs and bedrock mortars. In addition. several other seasonal villages .
base camps and temporary camps, milling stations,
and hunting blinds have been identified.

•••
0

5 cm

Figure 1: Unusual artifact recovered from CA-MOD-1006.

Six other "frying pan" specimens have been identified from the vicinities of Clear Lake Reservoir (Devil's Garden). Lower Klamath Lake, and near Klamath
Falls (Howe 1968): all are within Modoc/Klamath
ethnographic territory. Those specimens, however,
were not recovered from professional excavations or
surveys, therefore the "frying pan" found on Forest
Service land may be the only one with exact provenience. A review of the archaeological and ethnographic literature did not reveal any additional reference to
this artifact type.
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It ts possible that the area belonged to both the Modoc and the Pit River Indians. As stated by Cross

(1981:34), the presence of Modoc villages so far
south may have been due to Modoc imperialism after
their acquisition of horses." The introduction of
horses into the Great Basin resulted in the dislocation of several Indian groups from their traditional
lands. The Klamath/Modoc were under pressure
from the Nez Perce to the north (Layton 1981: 127128), and a late period southward extension would
have been a natural response to that pressure.
·(Continued on page 24)
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(Continued from page 23)

(Continued from page 22)

There is considerable evidence for Modoc raids on
their Pit River neighbors to the south.
Of the projectile points found at CA-MOD-1006, one
was a Gunther-barbed, two were Rose Spring series
and the others, too fragmentary for positive identification, appear to be small arrow points. A late period occupation is indicated by this evidence.

The Fairchild Swamp area. with over 80 recorded
prehistoric sites. has immense potential to yield valuable information about the relationship between the
Modoc and Pit River Indians. This could lend itself
to a long-term research project by one of northern
California's colleges or universities. The Forest Service would welcome the opportunity to allow archaeological field classes to systematically inventory the
Fairchild Swamp area. Research could be directed
toward understanding the nature of aboriginal utilization of the wetlands environment through time and
identification of the Modoc/Pit River boundary and
cultural interaction in this vicinity.
References
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A Review of the Gray Literature
By Frank E. Bayham, Nette Martinez and
Lisa Swillinger
California State University - Chico
Temporal Control in the Southern North Coast Ranges
of California: The Application of Obsidian Hydration
Analysis. Thomas M. Origer. Papers in Northern
California Anthropology, Number 1, 1987. xii plus
165 pp.
Ethnohistory of the Rumsen. Randy Milliken. Papers
in Northern California Anthropology, Number 2,
1987. viii plus 122 pp.
Archaeological Investigations at Elkhorn Slough: CA·
MNT· 229
A Middle Period Site on the Central
Coast. Stephen E. Dietz, William Hildebrandt, and
Terry Jones. Papers in Northern California Anthropology, Number 3, 1988. xiv plus 475 pp.

These volumes represent the first three contributions in a series, appropriately titled Papers in North·
em California Anthropology (or PINCA). which was
initiated by the Northen! California Anthropological
Group of Berkeley, California. The series evolved out
of informal sessions held at Dave Fredrickson's
home. It was generally acknowledged that some pertinent inforrnation and genuine contributions were
becoming mired in the gray literature. and not being
disseminated among colleagues. This series attempts in part to rectify the situation.

Kniffen. Fred B.
1928 "Achomawi." University of California
Publications in American Archaeology and
Ethnolagy
3 (5):297-332.
Layton, Thomas N.
1981 "Traders and Raiders: Aspects of TransBasin and California-Plateau Commerce.
1800-1830." Journal of California and Great
BasinAnthropology 3 (l) 127-137.
Merriam,C.Hart
1926 The Classification and Distribution of the Pit
River Indian Tribes of California. Lord
Baltimore Press. Baltimore.

The volumes reviewed here all involve anthropological research into the ethnographic or prehistoric
past of northern California. Each of the volumes is
geographically oriented to the coast. but apart from
that unifying theme, the volumes are topically and
qualitatively distinct. We shall discuss each in turn.

Ray, VerneF.
1963 Primitive Pragmatists: The Modoc Indians of
Northern California. University of Washington
Press. Seattle.
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California. The cooperative effort between Caltrans
and the Forest Service has identified long forgotten
surfaces and has pinpointed the locations of the old
roadhouses. Development of interpretive facilities offers the potential to augment the existing campgrounds and recreational facilities along the road.
Additional evaluation of potential sites offers the possibility of a better understanding of the unique lifestyle which existed along the U.S. 50 corridor in the
boom days of the 1850s and 60s.

The first volume in the series is a minimally modified
Continued on page 25)
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A Review of Gray Literature
(Continued from page 24)
MA thesis by Thomas Origer which was completed
bl 1982. Through the empirical correlation of obsidian hydration rim thickness and both radiocarbon
dates and projectile point styles. Origer explored
whether or not "obsidian hydration analysis (could)
serve as an accurate tool to date artifacts, features.
and sites" in the North Coast Ranges. His study specifically examined 591 specimens from 36 sites, the
bulk of which were from Sonoma County; the most
prevalent obsidian sources included Annadel and
Napa Glass Mountain. As we write this in 1990, it
should come as no surprise that Ortger's results affinned the potential of hydration analysts as a chronometric tool. Origer's methodology and analysis not
only validated the basic approach. but helped establish the standards of hydration rim thickness reporting that have come to typify archaeological studies in
northern California.
The second volume in the series is a well-written and
thorough ethnohistory of the Rumsen tribelet occupying the Monterey Peninsula from the time of initial
Spanish contact to the early American Period. The
volume was originally published as a chapter and
appendix bl a 1981 archaeological contract report.
Milliken reconstructs political, demographic, settlement. and marriage patterns from a study of Spanish mission registers and other historical documents.
Among his relevant findings are population density
estimates of 1.2 - 2.0 persons per square kilometer
which are compatible with Baumhoff's predictions.
and the "surprising" conclusion that there were no
permanent villages along the Monterey-Pacific Grove
shoreline. The latter conclusion was not anticipated
because of the extensive prehistoric cultural deposits
bl the area. Milliken's work is careful and tietailed,
and is an excellent example of the uses to which mission registers and other historic documentation can
be put.
The third volume is a collaborative archaeological
site report of excavations conducted at a large shell
midden (CA-MNT-229) adjacent to Monterey Bay.
The study originated as a mitigation effort by Archaeological Consulting and Research Services. Inc. under contract with the California Department of
Transportation. In addition to the principal authors,
contributions by J. Bennyhoff. B. Gerow. K. Gobalet.
J. Hall, L. Honeysett, T. L. Jackson. R. Jurmain, A
Leventhall, R. Milliken, J. Nelson, T. Origer, G. Seitz,
D. Simons, N. Thompson, and G. J. West significantly add to the volume. A substantial amount of primary data is presented bl the 67 figures and 111 tables.
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The principal authors explicitly evaluate an historical
linguistic model of cultural change which attributes
a socioeconomic reorientation to the arrival of Penutian speaking peoples in the area. Considerable attention is awarded environmental reconstruction.
and the chronological framework is well-established
with 28 radiocarbon dates and 192 pieces of analyzed obsidian. These data are used to determine the
occupational sequence of the site {the primary deposits extend from ca. 700 B.C. to AD. 1100), the diversity of activities represented, and blterregional exchange relationships. Convmcing arguments are
advanced for the site serving as a seasonal residential base with affinities to the south coast and not the
San Francisco Bay area. What distinguishes this report from others is a strong problem orientation
which is used to integrate the specialist studies.
This volume reads well, is internally cohesive. and
stands as an important contribution to the archaeology of the region.
Each of the aforementioned volumes has been published in near original format with little to no modification. With the exception of Milliken's study. the
volumes have no specified editor and no preface introducing the work and the rationale behind its publication. Because we think it serves to place the
study in perspective, this would be a welcome addition to future volumes.

Native American Grave
Protection and Repatriation Act

t.

By Robert M. Laidlaw
Bureau of Land Management

On November 16, 1990 the President signed into law
the "Native American Graves"'Protection and Repatriation Act (P.L. 101-601)." The final language contained in this legislation was the product of months
of debate over Native American interests in controlling "cultural properties."
P.L. 101-601 redefines the relationship between federal agencies and Native American groups in many
respects. The bill dramatically increases consultation obligations for federal and federally funded programs. A new and expanded definition of cultural
properties is offered, and primary ownership interest
in these properties is vested in Native American
Tribes.
Although the full impact of the legislation will not be
felt until implementing regulations have been drafted
{probably in late 1991 or early 1992), it is probably
safe to say that this bill likely will create the gre~test
changes in federal cultural resource programs smce
their establishment.
(Continued on page 26)
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Grave Protection and Repatriation
(Continued from page 25)
A formal section by section analysis of P.L. 101-601

is currently being prepared by an inter-agency working group. Although it is not practical to reproduce
the entire legislative text here, we have prepared a
section-by-section summary, highlighting some of
the most significant implications of the legislation.
Anal)'Sls
Section 1) Short Title
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation
Act.
Section 2) Definitions (selected definitions included here)

Intentional excavation of Native American cultural
items is permitted only if:
1) an ARPA permit is issued in a manner consistent
with this Act:
2) items are removed only after consultation with
the appropriate Indian Tribe(s):
3) ownership of cultural objects is vested as specified above:
4) proof of consultation is developed.
Inadvertent Discovery
In the event of a discovery the bill provides that "activity" in the area of the dtscovery shall cease (and
the agency shall) make a reasonable effort to protect
the items discovered before resuming activity and
notify ... (the appropriate Indian group)."

"Cultural Items": The legislation includes all Native
American human remains, "associated funerary objects," "unassociated funerary objects" "sacred objects" (objects needed by traditional Native American
religious practitioners) and articles of "cultural patrimony" (any object of "historical. traditional or cultural importance)." This definition does not appear to
restrict the scope of the legislation to "cultural resources" as normally defined, but could be reasonably extended to natural objects and resources other
than archaeological or historic properties.

Section 4) Illegal Trafficking
This section establishes criminal penalties. including
fines and imprisonment for up to 12 months, for illegal trafficking in the materials covered by this Bill.
Section 5) Inventory for Human Remains and As·
sociated Objects
.
A requirement is established for each Federal agency
to initiate consultation with tribes and undertake an
inventory of materials under its jurisdiction or control. Also established is a requirement for supplying
tribes and Indian organizations with agency information on materials recovere.(j. under agency authority;
location. disposition. and mechanism for repatriation
(return or transfer).

"Federal Agency'': Any department, agency or instrumentality of the United States (excluding the
Smithsonian Institution). Specific language addressing the development of a repatriation policy for the
Smithsonian was included in S 978, which created
the Smithsonian Museum of the American Indian.
Conformlng regulations or legislation to include the
Smithsonian is likely in the 102nd Congress.

A five year time frame is provided for the accomplishment of these tasks, with a provtsion for extension
under specific circumstances.

''Museum": Includes ". . . any institution or state or
local government agency (including any institution
of higher learning) that receives funds and has possession of or control over, Native American cultural
items."
''Indian Tribe": Means any" ... tribe, band, nation.
or other orgaruzed group or community of Indians ..
. which is recognized as eligible for the special programs and services of the United States because of
their status as Indians." This definition extends the
applicability of the Act to groups which may not be
"federally recognized" but do have status on Indian
roles.

Section 6) Summary
Provides that each agency with control over objects
shall develop a written sununary of all of these materials in consultation with appropriate Native American groups and tribal organizations.
Section 7) Repatriation
Summary by significant section: sub-sections for this
portion of the legislation are indicated in parenthesis
( ).

(a) Provides guidelines {procedural) and requirements for the return of cultural materials to appropriate Native American groups. Includes specific
{Continued on page 27)

Section 3) Ownership
Ownership is vested in the order specified in: 1) the
lineal descendants: 2) the Indian Tribe with the clos-
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est cultural affiliation: 3) the Indian tribe which a
Court of Claims or Indian Land Claims Commtssion
has determined to have aboriginally occupied an
area. In short, in no case ts primary ownership interest vested in the federal government or its instrumentalities.
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Grave Protection and Repatriation
(Continued from page 26)
language on consultation, and determination of cultural affiliation. This section also provides language
potentially delaying return of items which if submitted to scientific study could produce data" ... which
would be of major benefit to the United States."
(d) Establishes mechanisms for exchange of information among federal agencies to facilitate repatriation and Native American consultation.
(e) Provides guidelines for the resolution of compettng claimS.

Section 8) Review Committee
The bill provides for the establishment of a Review
CommJttee. within 120 days of enactment (November
16. 1990) to address disputes and monitor the implementation of this bill by various federal agencies.
Membership to include three Native Americans. three
Scientiflc/Museum representatives, and one general
member. The legislation forbids appointment of
''Federal officers or employees" to the committee.
Section 9) Penalties
The Act establishes Civil Penalties to be assessed
against institutions which fail to comply with the legislation. Guidelines are provided for determining the
amount of penalties and issuing subpoenas for hearings.
Section 10) Grants
Provides for grants to Indian organizations and museums to implement the legislation.
Section 11) Savings Provision
Language is provided addressing consistency with
federal and state legislation, access to the courts and
clarifies individual and tribal rights.
Section 12) Federal Tribal Relationship
Highlights the "unique" relationship between the
Federal government and Indian Tribes and precludes
application to other "individuals, organizations or
foreign governments."
Section 13) Regulations
Provides for the development of implementing regulations by the Secretary of the Interior within 12
months of passage. BLM will strongly urge that a
multi-agency task force be assembled to Write these
regulations.
Section 14) Appropriations
Appropriations such as are required to implement
the Act are authorized, however no specific appropriation is made.
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Section 15} Enforcement
Provides that jurisdiction over actions subject to
this Act shall reside with the United States District
Courts.
This bill was signed by the President on November
16, 1990 (P.L. 101-601). At this point it is anticipated that a multi-agency task force will be charged
with the development of regulatory language to implement the Act. The specific nature of these regulations will be critically important in determining how
smoothly and effectively the requirements of this legislation may be implemented. It is essential that
members of the professional and Native American
communities as well as the responsible agencies and
institutions. actively participate in this process.
A strategy and time frame for the development of regulatory language should be developed by early in
1991. Further information on P.L. 101-601 will be
presented in the Newsletter as implementation progresses.
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Letters

Letter From a Concerned Archaeologist Phil de Barros
I attended the Sixth California Indian Conference in
Riverside and listened to the passionate debate on
the issue of the repatriation and reburial of Native
American human remains. I was disconcerted that
the archaeologists in the audience were reluctant to
express views which I believe are held by many archaeologists but which were not heard. I must state
at the outset that these views do not purport to cover
all aspects and nuances of a clearly controversial
subject.
A few words on my background. My graduate research centered on the Southwest and West Africa.
My dissertation on a 1500 year old West African iron
smelting industry involved equal parts archaeology,
ethnohistory. and field ethnography. I have had the
pleasure of working with representatives of the Chumash. the Choinimni Yokuts. the Northfork Mono.
the Serrano, the Juanefio, the Gabrielino, the Cahuilla. the Chemehuevi and the Mojave. These contacts have involved the use of Native American advisors, eliciting Native American concerns, and the
analysis and reburial of human remains.
Now my views. First, it was interesting that cultural
anthropologists and archaeologists, were called "anthropologists" and "archaeologists," respectively.
Cultural anthropologists, archaeologists, and Native
(Continued on page 28)
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arrived no more than 200-400 years ago, to speak of
how only human remains of the "recent past" ought
to be considered ancestral.

Letters
(Continued from page 27)
Americans should be reminded that archaeologists
are also anthropologists. Unfortunately, a minority
of our profession seem to have forgotten this. This
applies to both those who vociferously oppose Native
American involvement in things archaeological as
well as those who ignore or avoid Native American
concerns unless they are legally or politically obliged
to do so. As anthropologists, archaeologists should
welcome and encourage the participation of interested Native Amertcan. The holistic perspectives of our
mother discipline and the ethics of our profession
demand no less. In short, archaeologists should remember that they are anthropologists as well as scientists. I think the majority do realize this and observe it in practice. It is unfortunate that the vocal
minority who does not can so dominate the issue in
the press.
Second. I fully support those who stress the important scientific value of the study of human remains.
At the conference, Philip Walker, physical anthropologist at UCSB and of Potawatomi descent, demonstrated vei:y eloquently just how much interesting information about the Native American past can be
gleaned from skeletal remains - information that
generally cannot be obtained from extant oral traditions. I believe that many archaeologists sincerely
wish to accommodate Native American concerns
about the treatment and disposition of human remains, but feel tom between their scientific and anthropological values.
Third. there is a basic issue of human rights here
with which many archaeologists have difficulty. This
issue is sometimes denied or deflected by emphasizing that it is very difficult to establish a connection
between remains from the distant past and presentday groups. Because many archaeologists and physical anthropologists cherish so highly the scientific
value of the skeletal remains, a convenient compromise is suggested whereby remains to which Native
American groups can prove an ancestral connection
can be reburied whereas those where no such link
can be demonstrated should remain in museums for
study (cf. remarks of Professor Michaelson quoted
from the UC Skeletal Remains Report (Native American Herit.age Newsletter 3(3):3). Because most archaeologists are non-Indian, they often fail to appreciate that. to the Native American, the issue whether
direct links can be proven or not is largely irrelevant.
To them, the issue is whether Native Americans have
the right to determine the disposition of their ancestral remains. I think the non-Indian archaeologist
needs to imagine himself or herself as a member of a
decimated and denigrated people whose ancestors
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Fourth, I believe that while legislation ensuring the
rtght of Native Americans to have control over the
disposition of ancestral remains is important, I also
believe that it is important to allow for a great deal of
flexibility regarding when and how such remains are
in fact returned to Native American groups and reburied. There are many Native American groups and
individuals who recognize the scientific value of the
information that can be obtained from human remains, and their voices should not be ignored or
ruled out. It was pointed out by someone at the session that a large number of the human remains at
the Lowie Museum in Berkeley and at UCLA (which
together represent over 90 percent of the remains in
UC museum collections: see NAH Newsletter 3(3):3)
are probably Ohlone or Chumash respectively. It
was also pointed out that there are representatives of
the Chumash and the Ohlones who appreciate the
scientific value of these collections and who would
not object to their scientific study. As Commissioner
Katherine Saubel (who is Cahuilla) pointed out. it is
not that she objects to the scientific study of the human remains; what she objects to is the storage of
human remains in museums for decades while "their
spirits are wandering" looking for a resting place. In
short. I believe the:r:e is a good deal of common
ground on which Native Americans and archaeologists can work together. While a general law recognizing the right of Native American groups to control
the disposition of their ancestral skeletal remains
definitely has its merits. anthropological archaeologists. museum curators, and Native American
groups should be left to negotiate specifics on a case
by case basis. Whether or not repatriation. reburial,
and/ or analysis actually occurred would depend
upon the results of such negotiations.
I realize that writing this letter is bound to raise the
hackles of some archaeologists, physical anthropologists, and Native Americans. This is the price one
has to pay when speaking on a controversial issue.
Reply to Cleland on the AB 2577 Questionnaires
By Jim Woodward
Only the SCA member responses to the first publication of the questionnaires in the May Newsletter can
be said to have "helped us on the Board formulate
our ideas more clearly." Responses to the July publication of the questionnaire were not made available
to Board members before or during the September
15 Board meeting, in spite of verbal and written requests to the contrary.
The July questionnaires were not even discussed on
(Continued on page 29)
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{Continued from page 28)
September 15 until after the Board voted down {two
to ftve) a motion to reinstate SCA opposition to AB
2577. Afterwards. Lynne Christenson provided a
verbal numerical summary of the responses received
since the June 23 Board meeting. It took a motion
by myself to make copies of the questionnaires available to Board members who wanted them. That motion passed 5 - 2. with Tamez and Christenson voting against.
On October 15, I received copies of 66 completed
questionnaires. In answers to question 1. 83.3% indicated support for Indian decision-making in the
treatment and disposition of burial collections. However. more than 70% qualified that support in written comments to cases where a chronological limit or
degree of relationship can be established.

In reviewing the questionnaires I could not find support for Cleland's statement that "member's responses were addressed at earlier versions of the bill." Under question three, 41 of the survey forms listed a
total of 92 "specific ways that the bill might be improved." Only ftve of those suggested changes which
were included in the final version that was vetoed by
the Governor.
I read the members' concerns with AB 2577 a bit differently than Cleland. Loss of important scientific
and heritage values was the most common concern.
specifically mentioned by 21 members. A need for
funding was second, stated on 19 survey forms. Desire for a balanced bill, and establishment of a
chronological limit were each mentioned 17 times.
Problems with NAHC (lack of expertise. bias. conflict
of interest) were described by 16 respondents, distinct from the general problems of determtn1ng MIDs,
also mentioned on 16 forms. Twelve members said
AB 2577 was irrational, emotional, or poorly written.
Ten members suggested extending the time frames
for compliance and analysis.
Six members expressed unquaUfted support of AB
2577. Twelve responses urged defeat of AB 2577 as
inappropriate or unnecessary, without suggesting
any specific changes.
As presently constituted. I would urge SCA members

not to expect the Executive Board to represent them
on this issue.

Reply to Woodward By James H. Cleland
Woodward seems intent on continuing the polemics
over AB. 2577, which was vetoed by the governor.
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While I could respond individually to some of the
points raised in his critique of my brief piece on SCA
members' responses to the repatriation questionnaire. I do not see any useful purpose in doing so. I
would prefer to look ahead to the positive role the
SCA can play in managing the state's archaeological
resources.
The repatriation controversy is not dead. but it is an
issue that deeply divides SCA members. My goal will
be to build upon consensus, where it exists. If a
strong consensus cannot be reached, then the Society would be better served by steering clear of positions that will polarize our members. Let's focus our
efforts where the Society can make a positive contribution.

News From The
Avocational Societies
By Anne Q. Duffield
News for this column is a bit sparse this issue, having received newsletters from only the solid regulars.
SDCAS (San Diego County Archaeological Society),
PCAS {Pacific Coast Archaeological Society). CSAS
{Central Sierra Archaeological Society). CVAS
(Coachella Valley Archaeological Society). AVAS {Antelope Valley Archaeological Society). FCAS (Fresno
County Archaeological Society) and SAS. (Sacramento Archaeological Society).
This brings to mind the subject of "Lost Archaeolog·.
ical Societies." Jan Lawson of the National Park
Service in Death Valley recently requested a list of
avocational societies to distribute to the public. I
found myself scratching off several groups as "lost"
or "haven't heard from in a few months." Has anybody heard from the following lately? If so. please
yell: Kern County Archaeological Society, Madera
County Archaeological Society. Riverside County Archaeological Society, San Fernando Valley Archaeological Society. San Luis Obispo County Archaeological Society. Santa Clara County Archaeological
&ociety. Santa Cruz Archaeological Society, and the
Ventura County Archaeological Society.
The SAS {Sacramento Archaeological Society) has
had an active winter season. The speaker at their
annual luncheon meeting, December 9, was Dave
Fredrickson. touted as not only a senior Californ1a
archaeologist but also a "superb" guitar player. His
topic was "Reflections on the Histm:y of California Archaeology: The People Who Made it Happen." The
luncheon also featured a creative idea for member
participation called Table·Toplca. Luncheon table
choice was based on the discussion topic interest.
For example the menu included: Southwest Archaeology: Earthwatch Excavations;
· {Continued on page 30)
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Avocational Societies
(Continued from page 30)
and Miscellaneous and Eclectic," hosted by Harrison
Ford (right!).
Many avocational archaeological societies are holding elections at this time of year, with the newlyelected talcing office around the first of the year.
Spealcing from experience with CVAS and PCAS, preparing a slate of officers for an all-volunteer group is
generally not a fun job. Someone always points out
how only a handful of people do all the work, and for
no pay. Such is the nature of service to the community. Past/ current Society presidents Pat Bearle
and Pat Ware (PCAS), Rick Norwood (AVAS), Warren Wulzen (CSAS), Drew Pallette (CVAS), Jim
Royle (SDCAS), Carol Rector (ASA) - and unknown
others - are to be commended for their dedication.
The December, 1990 issue of the Central Sierra Archaeological Society newsletter was another "monster," packed with offerings to entice new members
and information goodies for the regulars. Perhaps
the most impressive item was the list of Local Archaeological Projects covering Amador. Calaveras
and Tuolumne counties. Inclusion of recent newspaper clippings which focus on archaeology was an additional bonus.
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The Pacific Coast Archaeolog'lcal Society (PCAS)
newsletter also featured current events, as synopsized by Constance Cameron. She commented on
two hot topics in archaeology in the December edition. including AB 2577 and the preliminary hearing
for Dave Van Hom and Scott White. Likewise, To· The
Point. the newsletter of the Fresno County Archaeological Society (FCAS) included an interesting article
on settlement patterns in the Southwest. In a lighter
vein, CVAS and CSAS reprinted cartoons in their
newsletters - is this an editorial comment on the
readership?

Now Available

Northern Pomo Prehistory
Archaeological Test Excavation
at CA-MEN-2138, Redwood Valley,
California

by
James Gary Maniery
Technical Report No. l

160 Pages; 28 Figures; 8 Maps;
29 Tables; 1 Appendix

This publication is available by mail
order for a cost of $11.00. The price
includes shipping and handling.

To order reports, mall your check
(In U. S. dollars)
made payable to
"PAR Environmental Services,
Inc."· to:
Par Environmental Services, Inc.
P. O. Box 160756
Sacramento, CA 9581 &-0756
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Mission San Yl.ntonio Yl.rcliae.o{ogica{ !{ie{iSclioo{Summer 1991
The Instructor: Robert L. Hoover is a professor of anthropology in the social sciences department at Cal Poly, where he has taught since 1970. He received his A.B., M.A., and
Ph.D. degrees in anthropology from the University of California, Berkeley, and has specialized in the prehistoric and historic archaeology of California. Hoover has published in
journals both in the United States and abroad, and he has served for six years as a member of the State Historic Resources Commission.
Location:

Mission San Antonio de Padua, Jolon, California

Schedule:

Sunday- Friday. June 16 - July 26, 1991

Credit:

6 quarter units

Fee:

$767 [includes tuition, room and board)

Prerequisite:

Consent of instructor

Course Description: An intensive 6-week combination of lectures, excavation, and laboratory analysis of historical archaeological materials from the shops building at Mission
San Antonio in southern Monterey County. The mission was founded in 1771, the third
of 21 Franciscan religious establishments in Spanish California. Attention will be focused on the methods of historic archaeology. The material culture will be used to interpret the role of technology in the acculturation of the 1300 Indian neophytes to the culture of the 18th century Spain.
Mission San Antonio is located in Fort Hunter-Liggett with no large settlements nearby ..
Students should expect warm, dry weather and provide rugged but cool clothing. The
class will be accommodated in single dormitory rooms with two sets of hot communal
showers and electricity. Bedding is provided by the Mission. Students should be in good
physical condition. Tetanus shots are recommended. House keeping chores are cooperative.
Participants should enroll concurrently in ANT E450 and ANT E4 70 for a total of six
units. The class will live and eat at the Mission as guests of the Franciscan Friars. The
Field School is now in its 16th year of operation.
Total fee for the course is $767.00, which includes academic tuition fee, room and board.
Applications must be accompanied by full payment, and must be received by the Cal Poly
Extension office on or·before May 30, 1991.
For "Archaeological Field School" application write:
Extended Education
california Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
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n

February 15 - 17, 1991, California Mission
Studies Association Conference at La Purisima
Mission State Historic Park, Lompoc.

n

March 8, 1991, NAHC meeting in Sacramento.

n March 21 - 24, 1991 SCA Annual Meeting.
Radisson Hotel. Sacramento.

n

April 23 - 28, 1991 Fifty-sixth Annual Meeting of
the Society for American Archaeology Annual
Meeting. Clarion Hotel, New Orleans.

n

April 18-21, 1991 California History Institute
Conference: California's Gold Rushes Past and
Present. Univ of the Pacific, Stockton.

n

April 24-28. 1991. Society for Arch. Historians.
Omni Netherland Hotel. Cincinnati, Ohio.

n

May 9-12, 1991, California Preservation
Foundation, Santa Barbara.

n

July 15-19.1991. International Symposium: The
Spanish Beginnings in California 1542-1822.
Santa Barbara

n

October 16-20, 1991, National Trust for Historic
Preservation, San Francisco.
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